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Issues in the Description of Nominal Classification 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In terms of language family, it is possible to say that most of the Indo-Aryan languages, barring the 

Eastern sub-group, are predominantly NC languages. Dravidian languages may be classified as either NC 

or vestigial NC in character, although there does exist one NCLA language in the group -- Malto. Tibeto-

Burman languages is harder to make generalisations about as some sub-groups show NCLA properties 

and some don’t. Austro-Asiatic languages are predominantly NCLF.  

 

This broad generalization however does not aid linguists studying an unfamiliar language, as there are 

also a number of languages that either show mixed properties with respect to nominal classification or 

instantiate unusual strategies altogether. This unit is devoted to examining some phenomena from the 

languages of India that show us that there is much more to be studied in this area.  

 

2.  Issues in the Description and Analysis of NCLA languages 

 

2.1 Cardinality of NCLA systems and word order in the noun phrase  

The size of classifier systems can vary quite significantly. From Indo-Aryan languages like Magahi that 

have a very small classifier system – just the classifiers –go/–ʈho -- and Bangla with half a dozen to 

Tibeto-Burman ones like Karbi, which have an extremely elaborate system: 

(1)  Classifiers in Karbi 

NCLA Distribution Example  

jon ANIMATES methan i-jon ‘1 dog’  vo jon-kep ‘10 birds’ 

ro BRANCH tharve i-ro ‘1 mango tree 

branch ’  

tharve ro-ni ‘2 mango tree 

branches’ 

cum BURNING THINGS chigaret i-cum ‘1 cigarette’  mir phu-ni ‘2 flowers’ 
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ro CLOUD, MEAT iŋhun e-than ‘1 cloud’ iŋhun than-ni ‘2 clouds’ 

hum COTS, HOUSE, VEHICLES paloŋ i- hum ‘1 cot’ paloŋ hum-ni ‘2 cots’ 

hom COVER chigaret e-hom ‘1 pack of 

cigarettes’ 

chigaret hom-ni ‘2 packs of 

cigarettes’ 

pum EGG, A KIND OF BAMBOO voti i-pum ‘1 egg ’  voti pum-iŋkoyrapho ‘25 eggs’ 

jay FIELD hidi e-jay ‘1 field’ hidi jay-ni ‘2 fields’ 

pak FLAT OBJECTS arvi i-pak ‘1 leaf’  arvi pak-thom ‘3 leaves’ 

phu FLOWER mir i-phu ‘1 flower’  mir phu-ni ‘2 flowers’ 

the FRUITS (+ ‘WORD’) lothe i-the ‘1 banana ’  lothe the-ni ‘2 bananas’ 

nut/baŋ HUMAN (+ ‘GOD’) pincho i-nut ‘1 person’  monit baŋ-hini ‘2 men’ 

chon KIND tomo e-chon ‘1 kind of story’ tomo chon-ni ‘2 kinds of stories’ 

jeŋ LONG, FLEXIBLE OBJECTS hon i-jeŋ ‘1 string’  hon jeŋ-thom ‘3 strings’ 

hoŋ LONG, HARD OBJECTS keŋg i-hoŋ ‘1 leg’  keŋg hoŋ-thom ‘3 legs’ 

beŋ PIECE ita i- beŋ ‘1 piece of brick’ ita beŋ-ni ‘2 pieces of brick’ 

roy RIVER leŋ i-roy ‘1 river’ leŋ roy-ni ‘2 rivers’ 

kroŋ ROADS/STREETS tovar i- kroŋ ‘1 street’ tovar kroŋ-ni ‘2 streets’ 

dum ROUND SOLID OBJECTS hon i-dum ‘1 battery ’  hon baŋ-dum ‘2 batteries 

mu SEED chok i-mu ‘one paddy’ chag mu-ni ‘two rice’ 

bi TANK/POND leŋ i-bi ‘1 pond’ leŋ roy-ni ‘2 ponds’  

rɔŋ TREES thengpi i-rɔŋ ‘1 tree ’  thengpi rɔŋ-phokep ‘50 trees’ 

 

The reasons why classifier systems can vary so much in size are not understood at all.  Neither is the 

range of feature values that both large and small systems may take. For example, humanness and/or 

animacy is not a typological constant feature, as languages like Tagin and Mizo seem to not use this 

classifying parameter at all. Similarly, languages may have count classifiers but not massifiers – for 

example, the Tani language Tagin lacks massifiers altogether. 

 

Karbi in (1) also instantiates an interesting variation in the word order of the Noun, Numeral and NCLA, 

depending on the cardinality of the numeral: when the numeral is 1, the word order is Noun NUM-NCLA, 
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but Noun NCLA-NUM for numerals above that.A similar sensitivity to the cardinality of the numeral is 

found in Malto, the Dravidian language that has NCLAs.  With numerals above 3, the order is NUM-

NCLA Noun across classes, e.g.. tini-jan maler ‘three men’; tini-maq o:ydu ‘three cows’. However, with 

numerals 1 and 2, the order is NCLA-NUM Nouns, but only for non-human nouns maq-ond o:ydu ‘one 

cow’. 

 

In the Austro-Asiatic language Khasi (Khmer group), classifiers only surface with numerals above two 

(Temsen 2007). (2a-b) show this with an instance of the human classifier, and (2c-d) with the non-human 

one: 

 

(2) Khasi NUM-NCLA orders 

a. a:r-ŋut   ki- khinnaʔ   b. u-wɛi  u-khinnaʔ  

 two-NCLA PL-human    M.SG-one M.SG-NCLA 

 ‘Two men’      ‘One man’ 

c. a:r-tilli  ki- kɔt    d. u-wɛi  u-kɔt  

 two-NCLA PL-book    M.SG-one M.SG-NCLA 

 ‘Two books’      ‘One book’ 

  

This same sensitivity to the cardinality of the numeral is shown even in Indo-Aryan languages like 

Bangla, in the limited context of the postposing of the NUM-NCLA complex to the right of head the 

noun. This change in order comes with an attendant interpretive effect -- in Bangla, the marked order 

Noun Num-NCLA gives rise to a ‘specific’ reading (Bhattacharya 1999). In (3) below, the noun phrase 

‘two envelopes’ always gets an indefinite reading, but as the translation of (3b) shows, the inverse order 

always results in a ‘specific’ reading equivalent to ‘the two envelopes’. Such NUM-NCLA inversion is 

unacceptable for most speakers with numerals greater than two. (or for some speakers, three). Again, this 

property of classifier systems has received no convincing explanation to date. 

 

(3) Bangla NUM-NCLA inversion 

a. du-ʈo   kham    b. kham   du-ʈo   

 two-NCLA envelopes    envelopes two-NCLA 

 ‘Two envelopes’     ‘The two envelopes’ 
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c. *kham   saat-ʈa   

 envelopes seven-NCLA 

 ‘The seven envelopes’ 

 

2.2 Reduplicated Classifiers 

On the face of it, the Tani language Tagin has a very elaborate classifier system, with almost as many 

classifiers as there are nouns.1Closer consideration of the data, however, reveals that the language’s 

NCLA system should be divided into two groups. The first is a small class of ‘basic’ classifiers, based on 

shape, size and function, about 15-20 in number. The second group, however, is a very large set of 

‘pseudo’-classifiers that are lexeme-, rather than class-, specific. These ‘pseudo-classifiers’ are the 

reduplicated ultimate syllables of noun roots, which are then prefixed to numerals. A few examples of 

both groups are given in (4 and (5). 

 

(4) Tagin basic classifiers (select list) 

NCLA Distribution Example 

bor  FLAT BROAD OBJECTS: cloth, leaves, pages, carpet, 

firewood 

əɲe bor-ɲi ‘2 leaves’ 

cə ROUND SMALL OBJECTS: star, seed, coin, words, ants, etc. tərop cə-ŋu ‘5 ants’ 

da  LONG NARROW OBJECTS: roads, batons, firewood, pants. əsəŋ da-ɲi ‘2 firewood’ 

so  LONG, CYLINDICAL OBJECTS: rope, vehicles, pens, pencils, 

grass, snakes, spoons, and hair 

gəri so-pi ‘4 vehicles’ 

ta TWO DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS: photos, boards, mirrors, 

letters, chapatis 

siŋtak ta-ŋu ‘5 boards’ 

 

 

(5) Tagin reduplicated classifiers (select list) 

NCLA Distribution Example 

                                                           
1 Based on fieldwork by the author with Kepor Mara, whose contribution is gratefully acknowledged.   
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hɛ cows sɛ hɛ-ɲi ‘2 cows’ 

cu breast əcu cu-kin ‘one breast’ 

bər container: basket used for carrying wood ɛbər bər-pi ‘9 baskets’ 

ciŋ digits of feet and hands lakciŋ ciŋ-ɲi ‘2 fingers’ 

rjum  evening  əryum ryum-kɛ ‘5 evenings’ 

lag hands lag lag-om ‘3 hands’ 

ɲiŋ  year aniŋ ɲiŋ-kɛ ‘5 years’ 

ɲik  eyes  ɲik ɲik-riŋ ‘1 eye’ 

 

Such reduplicated classifiers are not found only in Tagin and its sister language Galo (where it is equally 

productive), but also in other languages like Malto (largely frozen forms) and Mizo (fairly productive). 

Again, this phenomenon is poorly understood in theoretical terms. 

 

3.  [NUMBER] and NCLA languages 

The fact that that NCLA languages do not usually have [NUMBER] morphology (i.e. singular/plural) led 

linguists to conclude that the two features NCLA and [NUMBER] are in complementary distribution. 

This in turn should entail that NCLA languages lack the semantic distinction between mass\kind and 

count nouns. However, as Cheng and Sybesma (1999) have argued, if this were true, then one would 

expect the same sortal classifiers to be used equally with mass\kind and count nouns, and for mass nouns 

to be used with numerals in these languages. This is contrary to the facts of NCLA languages – typically, 

such languages have distinct classifiers for mass\kind nouns (see Bangla above). Furthermore, as research 

has progressed, claims for the existence of plural classifiers in many of the well-studied NCLA languages 

like Japanese, Korean and Chinese (note also Bangla –gulo) have further complicated the terrain, as these 

proposals upset the certainties of [NCLA] and [NUMBER] being mutually exclusive. In this section, we 

briefly discuss this debate. 

 

The first thing to note is that, conceptually speaking, the mass/count distinction is NOT based on the type 

of thing that different nouns refer to. Consider a scenario in which we have seven chairs in a room – we 
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can describe what we see as either "chairs" (count) or "furniture" (mass). In fact, as Chierchia (1998) 

points out, the mass/count distinction is independent of the 'structure of matter' in general, for at least 

three reasons: 

o Entities that come in natural units of equal perceptual salience may differ in a single language as to 

whether they are mass or count e.g. rice is mass, while lentil/lentils is count. 

o Within a single language, there are pairs of synonyms in which one of the pair is count and the other 

is mass; e.g., English: shoes/footwear, coins/change, carpets/carpeting, hair/hairs, rope/ropes, 

stone/stones. 

o Languages differ in their treatment of the same perceptual entity as count or mass – in Hindi, dal 

‘lentils’ is mass but English lentils is count. 

 

While it may at first seem to be that mass nouns refer to entities that cannot be divided into individuals 

and must refer to homogenous cumulative entities – for example, mud or water refer to a cumulation 

that has no individuals composing it – this is actually not true for the entire class of mass nouns. A mass 

noun like furniture or cutlery has perceptually salient individuals in it. Nevertheless, it is impossible to 

say, “A has three furnitures”. This leads Rothstein (2010) to argue that even while we may have the 

conceptual/perceptual ability to perceive individuation in the entity being referred to, we cannot use 

grammatical counting to describe this individuation. Rather, Rothstein concludes that since “the 

mass/count distinction can only be explained in terms of how the expressions refer, and not in terms of 

the things they refer to”.  

The basic intuition that linguists have had is that CLAs perform a function similar to that of measure 

phrases for mass nouns in [NUMBER] languages. Baldly stated, just as mass nouns in English cannot be 

counted directly – *two milks – and need a measure phrase – two packets of milk – nouns in NCLA 

languages cannot and need the mediation of a NCLA to provide the measure of counting.  

First formulated by Chierchia (1988), this view takes as its basic assumption that in NCLA languages, all 

nouns are kind referring. In Rothstein’s analysis [NUMBER] and NCLA are two ways that the operation of 

grammatical counting turns these kind-referring-at-the-base nouns into count nouns, by first turning 

them into singular count nouns. Grammatical pluralisation, marked by the plural morpheme, is argued 

to be a later operation that operates on these derived count denotations. The only difference between 
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[NUMBER] and NCLA languages is that while in [NUMBER] languages, the operation that derives singular 

count nouns is implicit, in NCLA languages, it is rendered explicit by the classifier. Count CLAs and 

massifiers both introduce units of measure, except that count-CLAs use ‘naturally atomic’ units of 

measure. 

Although Chierchia’s and Rothstein’s analysis treats [NUMBER] and NCLA] are in complementary 

distribution, the basic intuitions actually do not proscribe the co-occurrence of both features, as a 

language may well have more than one strategy to convert kind-referring terms to count nouns. In this 

spirit, Dayal’s (2014) analysis does argues that Bangla -gulo is claimed to be a plural classifier, which 

turns kind-denoting bare nominals to predicates of non-atomic object-level individuals. 

 

4. Complex systems of nominal classification 

Thus far, our discussion seems to indicate that the three systems of NC, NCLF, and NCLA are mutually 

exclusive, however, this would in fact be a mistaken conclusion. A language may use more than one 

system of nominal classification simultaneously. A case in point is the Khmer language Khasi, which has 

both NC\NCLF and NCLA systems running in parallel. Consider again the examples in (2) above, where 

we can see that NC\NCLF is marked on the noun (u-: M.SG., ka-: F.SG, and ki-: M/F PL), and the 

classifier appears adjacent to the numeral. That Khasi is indeed an NC language can be confirmed from 

Rabel-Heymann (1977), who provides the semantic criteria for distinguishing u-prefixing nouns and ka-

prefixing nouns as follows: 

 

(6) Semantic Parameters in Khasi Nominal Classification 

ka-prefixing nouns: female humans, female animates, spirits, small animals, domesticated 

animals, illnesses, foodstuffs, financial and legal terms, seasons, days of the week, tools and 

implements, measures, external parts of the human body, etc. 

u-prefixing nouns: male humans, male animates, evil spirits, most large animals, most insects, 

singing and talking birds, most plants, skin diseases, raw edibles, long and thin stick-like objects, 

internal organs of the human body, etc. 

Is this system an NC system or an NCLF system? Recall that in an NC system, each noun must belong to 
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one or the other class, but a NCLF system is more taxonomic in nature, with more or less clearly 

identifiable taxonomic criteria. The system that Rabel-Heymann describes is not so clear-cut, as even as 

we can see taxonomy based on sex being used, this is not the sole criterion used to define class-

membership. In fact, Rabel-Heymann (1977: p.248) concludes that “it is reasonable to say that Khasi has 

semantic gender. In addition, it exhibits natural gender for human beings and many animals; it has 

classificatory gender based on shape; and, finally there appears to be a residue of arbitrary gender 

assignments which can be only termed grammatical gender assignments.”  

 

Considering whether Khasi shows agreement may be helpful in determining whether it is an NC or NCLF 

language.  

 

(7) Khasi ‘Agreement’ 

a. Ka miaw ka pah  b.  u slap u ther  

 F.SG cat F.SG. meow    M.SG. rain M.SG pour  

 ‘The cat meows.’    ‘The rain pours’ 

 

Although Khasi may descriptively appear to show verb agreement (for 3P subjects), Nagaraja (1985) and 

Koshy (2009) argue these (using different terminology) to be pronominal clitics rather than agreement 

morphemes.  We shall discuss this phenomenon in greater detail in later units, just noting here that this 

debate complicates a view of Khasi as a canonical NC or NCLF language.  

 

5. Conclusion 

In this unit, we have examined some issues relating to the description of NCLA languages, paying special 

attention to word orders within the noun phrase, as effected by the cardinality of the numeral. We have 

also illustrated the reduplicated classifiers found in many Tibeto-Burman languages. The unit concludes 

by presenting evidence from Khasi that NCLA systems can co-occur with NC/NCLF systems of nominal 

classification.  

 

 


